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Uranium decay chain worksheet

In this training file, we will be trained to identify radioactive decay chain products and determine the type of radioactive decay of decay products. Q1: Astatine-218 succumbs to beta caries to radon-218. Radon-218 is subject to alpha decay to polonium-214. This is shown in the following nuclear equation: 21885218-214-
AtRn+Po+�+�ααwhat is the r value in the equation? What is the value of s in the equation? Q2: What kind of nuclear radiation has no mass? ABeta BGamma Particles CNeutrons DAlpha ParticleQ3: The graph shows the beryllium-11 nucleus subject to two-step radioactive decomposition. Red circles represent
protons, gray circles represent neutrons, and blue circles represent electrons. What isotopes are produced through this reaction? ABeryllium-11 BLithium-7 CBoron-11 DCarbon-12 EBeryllium-Q6: What kind of nuclear radiation has the largest mass? ANeutrons BBeta Particle CAlpha ParticleS DGamma X7 Ray: What
kind of nuclear radiation has the smallest non-zero mass? ANeutrons BAlpha Particle CGamma DBeta Particle Sq9: Thorium-232 is subject to alpha decomposition to radium-228. Radium-228 then succumbs beta decay to actinium-228. This is shown in the following nuclear equation.232902288822889ThRa + Ac ++
ααα What is the change in the atomic number of the nucleus in its dissolution from thorium nucleus to the nucleus of actinium? What is the change in the number of nucleus mass in its decay from thorium nucleus to the nucleus of actinium? Q10: Polonium-218 has little potential for decay by beta decay to astatine-218.
Astatine-218 has little potential for decay by beta decay to radon-218. This is shown in the following nuclear equation: 21884218-218-PoAt+Rn+2�β What is the value of g in this nuclear equation? What is the value of h in this nuclear equation? In this training file, we will be trained to identify radioactive decay chain
products and determine the type of radioactive decay of decay products. Q1: Astatine-218 succumbs to beta caries to radon-218. Radon-218 is subject to alpha decay to polonium-214. This is shown in the following nuclear equation: 21885218-214-AtRn+Po+�+�ααwhat is the r value in the equation? What is the
value of s in the equation? Q2: What kind of nuclear radiation has no mass? ABeta BGamma Particles CNeutrons DAlpha ParticleQ3: The graph shows the beryllium-11 nucleus subject to two-step radioactive decomposition. Red circles represent protons, gray circles represent neutrons, and blue circles represent
electrons. What isotopes are produced through this reaction? ABeryllium-11 BLithium-7 CBoron-11 DCarbon-12 EBeryllium-Q6: What kind of nuclear radiation has the largest mass? ANeutrons BBeta Particle CAlpha ParticleS DGamma X7 Ray: What kind of nuclear radiation has the smallest non-zero mass? ANeutrons
BAlpha Particle CGamma DBeta Particle Sq9: Thorium-232 is subject to alpha decomposition to radium-228. Radium-228 then succumbs beta decay to actinium-228. This appears in the following: Equation.2329022822889ThRa + Ac + + ααα What is the change in the atomic number of the nucleus in its dissolution
from thorium nucleus to actinium nucleus? What is the change in the number of nucleus mass in its decay from thorium nucleus to the nucleus of actinium? Q10: Polonium-218 has little potential for decay by beta decay to astatine-218. Astatine-218 has little potential for decay by beta decay to radon-218. This is shown
in the following nuclear equation: 21884218-218-PoAt+Rn+2�β What is the value of g in this nuclear equation? What is the value of h in this nuclear equation? Equation?
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